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Abstract 
For a prime power q = 1 (mod k(k -  1)) does there exist a (q, k, 11 difference family in GF(q)? 
The answer to this question is affirmative for k=3 and also for k>3 provided that q is 
sufficiently large (Wilson's asymptotic existence theoremt but very little is known for k > 3 and 
q not large enough. 
In this paper we show that for k=4,5 it is rather easy to find a (q,k, 1) difference family in 
a finite field. In particular, by conveniently applying Wilson's lemma on evenly distributed 
differences, we provide an elementary but very effective method for finding such families. Using 
this method we succeed in constructing a (p,4, 1)-DF for any admissible prime p< l0  6 and 
a (q, 5, 1)-DF for any admissible prime power q < 104. Finally, we prove that a (q, 4, 1 )-DF exists 
for any admissible prime power q (which is not primej. 
Recall the definition of a simple difference family. 
Def in i t ion 1. Let o~ = {B1 . . . . .  Bt} be a family of k-subsets of an addit ive group G of 
order v. We say that ~ is a (v, k, 1) simple difference family (briefly (v, k, 1)-DF) if any 
nonzero element of G can be represented exactly in one way as a difference of two 
elements lying in a same member of , f .  
The members of a DF  are called base blocks. A (v,k, I ) -DF in G is called cyclic, 
briefly (v, k, 1)-CDF, when G is isomorphic with 7/~. 
We obviously have v -1  (rood k(k -1 ) )  for any (v, k, 1)-DF. 
We also recall that any simple difference family generates a Steiner 2-design. In 
part icular  a (v, k, 1)-CDF gives rise to a (v, k, 1) Steiner 2-design with an automorphism 
consisting of a single cycle of length v, i.e. a cyclic Steiner 2-design. As in [7], we denote 
such a design by CS(2, k, v). 
In this paper we are interested in simple difference families in finite fields. We use 
the following notation: for q a prime power, H denotes the multipl icative group of the 
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field GF(q) and co a generator of H; then, for d a divisor of q -  1, H d denotes the group 
ofdth powers in GF(q) and H/d the coset H d- oJ i. Finally, for a subset B = {bl .....  bk} of 
GF(q), we set A+B ~{bi -b j ]  1 <~j<i<~k}. 
One of the earliest result is the following proposition (cf. [10]): 
Proposition 2. Let GF(q) be a field of order q=6t+l .  Then the family 
~ {o31H2t[ 1 <~i<~t} is a (q, 3, 1)-DF. 
However, the most important and general results on difference families in Galois 
fields are due to Wilson [11]. Here, we need the following results. 
Lemma 3. Let ~={Bi [ i6 I}  be a (q,k, 1)-DF in GF(q) and let S be a system of 
representatives for the cosets of H in the multiplicative group of GF(qn). Then 
S" o~ ~ {sBi[(s, i)~S x I} is a (qn, k, 1)-DF. 
Theorem 4 (Wilson's lemma on evenly distributed ifferences). Let q = k (k -  1) t + 1 be 
a prime power such that 
3B = {b 1 . . . . .  bk} c GF(q): A + B is a complete system of representatives 
for the cosets of H k(k- 1)/2 in H. 
Then the family ~ :={(1) (k(k-1)i)/2 "B] 1 ~ i~t}  is a (q,k, 1)-DF. 
(1) 
Theorem 5 (Wilson's asymptotic existence theorem). There exists a (q, k, 1)-DF in the 
field GF(q) for any prime power q such that q- l (modk(k -1) )  and 
q>[½k(k -1) ]  ktk-1). 
Then, by Proposition 2 and Theorem 5, the question about the existence of 
a (q, k, 1)-DF in a field of order q -1  (mod k(k -1) )  presents affirmative answers for 
k = 3 and also for k > 3 provided that q is sufficiently large. On the other hand for k > 3 
and q not large enough, very little is known. For the time being there are conditions of 
non-existence only for difference families consisting of a single base block, i.e. differ- 
ence sets. 
Our aim is to give some methods for constructing simple difference families in finite 
fields with block sizes 4 and 5. 
Many of these families can be obtained via the following theorems (cf. [3]): 
Theorem 6. Let GF(q) be afield of order q= 12t+ 1 and let 2 e be the highest power of 
2 in t. Suppose that the following condition holds: 
-3¢H 2"': • (2) 
Then, if 2 s is the highest power of 2 such that - -3EH 2s, the family 
o~ ~ {co2s+li+J-H4'u {0} ]O<~i<t/ff; 0~<j<2 I} is a (q, 4, 1)-DF. 
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Theorem 7. Let GF(q) be afield of order q=20t+ 1 and let 2 e be the highest power (~/ 
2 in t. Suppose that the following condition holds: 
½(11+ 5 , /5 )¢H 2°'' . 131 
Then, if 21 is the hiohest power of 2 such that 12(l l+5x/5)~H2~, the flintily 
o~ .'= { co 2~'~ + j- H 4' ] 0 ~< i < t / 2J; 0 ~<j < 21 } is a (q, 5, 1 )-OF. 
Now, as a consequence of Theorem 4, we get other sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a (q,k, 1)-DF, ke{4, 5}. 
The idea is to look for the subset B mentioned in that theorem not in an arbitrary 
way but to restrict he search for it to subsets of type {0, 1, b, b 2 } or {0, 1, b, b z, b 3 } when 
k = 4 or k = 5 respectively. In the first case the possibility that such a subset satisfies 
condition (1) depends only on the indices - reduced modulo 6 - -  of b -  1, b, b + 1 in 
GF(q). In the second case it depends on the indices - -  reduced modulo 10 of 
b- l ,b ,b+l ,b2+b+l  in GF(q). 
We point out that this method is particularly convenient from a notational point of 
view as one will see in the compilations of the tables: to exhibit a difference family in 
a field GF(q) it suffices to indicate a single element b of that field. 
Of  course one can try to apply the analogous method in order to get DFs with 
block size k>5,  but in this case it is much less likely to work. To construct 
(p, 6, 1)-DFs we recommend a method by Wilson [1 1, Theorem 11] which works 
'almost all of the time'. 
Proposition 8. Let GF(q) be afield of order q= 12t+ 1 and suppose that the ]bllowing 
condition holds: 
3b~GF(q): (b- l ,b,b+l)eH.6, xH~xH 6, 
(i,j, l)s{ ±(1,2,4), +_(1,4,2), ±(2, 5, 1), -t-(3, 1,2), ±(3,2,4) ] .  (41 
Then, (f we set B ~{0,  l,b, b2}, we .find that the family ~ :={(o6iB[ 1 <~ i <~ t~ is 
a (q, 4, 1)-DF. 
Proof, Firstly note that A+B={1,b - l ,b ,b (b -1) , (b -1 ) (b+l ) ,b2} .  Now, by The- 
orem 4, it is enough to verify that the six elements of A+B are in distinct cosets of H 6. 
We show that this is true for (b - l ,b ,b+ 1)~H 6 x H 6 x H 6. In this case we have 
l eH  6, b - - leH  6, b~H 6, b (b -1)eH6.H6=H 6, 
(b--1)(b+ l )eH6.H6=H 6, b2eH6.H6=H 6. 
In the other cases one can proceed in a very similar way. 
Remark  9. Recall that the cyclotomic number (j,l)a is defined as the number of 
elements in HJ  which are followed by an element of Hi a (cf. [5]). The previous 
proposit ion suggests to call cyclotomic number (i,j, lb the number of elements in 
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H~ which are followed by an element of Hz a and are preceded by an element of Hi a. 
Maybe an investigation of the cyclotomic numbers (i,j, 1)6 could solve the existence 
problem for simple DFs in finite fields with k = 4, but such an investigation does not 
appear to be easy. 
For any prime p = 12t + 1 not greater than 10 4 and for which condition (2) does not 
hold, we find, with the aid of the tables of indices [9], an element b of GF(p) satisfying 
condition (4). See Table 1. 
With the aid of a computer an element b of GF(p) satisfying condition (4) has been 
found for any prime p= 12t+ 1 < 106. 
As a consequence, we can state the following proposition. 
Proposition 10. For any prime p < 10 6 there exists a (p, 4, 1)-DF and hence a CS(2, 4, p) 
provided that p= 1 (mod 12). 
Similar considerations to those of Proposition 8 allow us often to get a (p, 5, 1)-DF 
with base blocks of type co 1°I. B with B= {0, 1, b, b z, b 3} contained in GF(p). It suffices 
to take b as indicated in Table 2. 
Table 1 
p b p b p b p b 
37 -- 13 2293 3 4789 3 7789 24 
61 -- 5 2389 -- II 4813 3 7933 3 
157 9 2437 3 5077 31 7993 - -25 
349 14 2473 -- 31 5197 46 8017 - -19 
373 - -4  2521 -- 10 5209 38 8101 24 
397 18 2749 33 5449 - -6  8221 -16  
613 5 2917 9 5581 - -13 8269 12 
661 - -6  2953 22 5653 9 8293 3 
853 - -18 3037 3 6037 - -9  8317 51 
877 - -5  3061 -- 18 6133 12 8389 -- 10 
937 -- 12 3109 13 6229 3 8461 - -6  
997 22 3301 3 6277 3 8581 36 
1021 22 3517 2 6373 3 8629 47 
1069 6 3529 35 6397 17 8737 6 
1297 - -29 3541 14 6637 -- 39 8821 15 
1429 3 3613 -- 15 6709 -- 5 8893 20 
1549 20 3709 3 6793 - -4  8941 11 
1693 -- 5 3769 - -6  6829 3 9109 20 
1741 - -5  3877 - -14 7057 6 9157 6 
1789 - -29  4057 20 7177 6 9181 11 
1801 -- 18 4261 - -16 7213 - -43 9337 -4  
.1861 - -23 4357 24 7309 3 9349 3 
1933 52 4441 - -10  7321 6 9397 - -20  
1993 - -4  4549 12 7369 --21 9733 -- 5 
2053 3 4597 9 7417 - -4  9781 -- 10 
2137 - -4  4621 3 7549 - 3 9949 -- 5 
2269 -- 5 
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Table 2 
p b p b p b p b 
461 -- 8 3581 - -15 5861 -14  8221 3 
1021 50 3821 - 270 5981 62 8461 -40  
1061 - -26  4021 -31  6221 121 8681 86 
1601 268 4441 - 38 6361 -116  8741 365 
1621 - -209 4621 - -115 6421 710 8821 29 
1721 - -268 4861 84 6581 - -107 8941 -122  
1741 - -46 5021 116 6661 413 9181 254 
1861 19 5081 - -146 7321 -134  9661 144 
2621 -327  5101 38 7541 139 9781 118 
2861 91 5261 -210  8081 89 990l 33 
3301 -- 345 5741 234 8101 -94  9941 - 272 
3461 19 
S.'=-{101,181,521,541,941,2081} is the set of the only primes p=20t+l  <104 
which neither appear in Table 2 nor satisfy condition (3). On the other hand we have 
found a 5-subset B of GF(p) satisfying condition (1) for every p~S: 
B= {0,1, 3, 25, 40} in GF(101), B= {0,1, 6, 9, 30} in GF(541), 
B={0,1,3,11,27} inGF(181), B={0,1,3,17,65} inGF(941), 
B={0,1,3,15,40} inGF(521), B= {0,1, 3,11, 24} in GF(2081). 
Thus we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 11. For any prime p < 104 there exists a (p, 5, 1)-DF and hence a CS(2, 5, p) 
provided that p = 1 (mod 20). 
It remains to discuss the possible existence of a CS(2, k,p) with kE{4,5} 
and p=k(k -1) t+ l  a prime such that m<q<M(m=lO 6 or m=104 and M=6 Iz or 
M = 102°, in the cases k--4 and k = 5 respectively). In fact for p > M the existence of 
a CS(2, k, p) is guaranteed by Theorem 5. However, we make the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. For any prime p=l (mod l2)  there exists a (p,4,1)-DF and hence 
a CS(2,4,p). For any prime p=l (mod20)  there exists a (p, 5,1)-DF and hence 
a CS(2, 5, p). 
For instance, if q is a prime, condition (4) is equivalent to saying that the sequence 
{ib I 1 ~< b ~< q-  1 } - -  where ib is the index of b in GF(q) reduced modulo 6 - -  has three 
consecutive terms (ib-l, ib, ib+x) which form an element of the set {4-(1,2,4)...} 
indicated in (4). The probability that this happens for q > 106 seems to be extremely 
high. 
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Remark 12. The previous arguments allow us to update the lists given by Mathon [8] 
of values of t ~< 50 for which (12t + 1, 4, 1) and (20t + 1,5, 1) cyclic difference families are 
known: 
(12t+ 1,4, 1)-CDFs: t=  1, 4-8, 13", 14, 16", 21, 23, 26, 28, 30, 31, 33*-36, 38, 40, 41, 
43, 45, 48", 50 ( ,  indicates new values). 
(20t+ 1, 5~. 1)-CDFs: t=  1-3,~5 *, 6, 8, 9", 10, 12, 14, 20"-23", 26", 27", 30, 32, 33, 35, 
38*, 41, 43, 44, 47* ( .  indicates new values). 
Now we focus our attention on (q, 4, 1) difference families with q a prime power (and 
not prime). Combining the previous results we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 13. For any (nonprime) prime power q - 1 (mod 12) there exists a (q, 4, 1)-DF 
in GF(q). 
Proofi Let q=p~= 1 (mod 12), p prime and a> 1. We must distinguish three cases. 
Case 1: p= 1 (mod 12). If q>612 the existence of a (q,4, 1)-DF is guaranteed by 
Theorem 5. If q < 612 we have p < 66 and hence, by Proposit ion 9, a (p, 4, 1)-DF exists. 
Then, by Lemma 3, a (q, 4, 1)-DF exists too. 
Case 2: p = 5, 11 (mod 12). A (q, 5, 1)-DF is obtainable by means of Theorem 6 (cf. 
[3]). 
Case 3: p=7(mod 12). As ~ is necessarily even, GF(q) is an extension of GF(pZ). 
Then, reasoning as in the first case, it suffices to construct a (pZ,4, 1)-DF for p<66.  
This has been done with a computer, checking that (4) always holds for these values of 
p. In Table 3 the computer's result for p < 1000 (i denotes a primitive 4th root of unity 
in GF(pZ)). [] 
What about (q, 5, I)-DFs with q a nonprime prime power? Although in this case we 
have not a result similar to Theorem 13, recall that Theorem 7 does suffice to con- 
struct a (p4~, 5, 1)-DF for any odd prime p = +2 (mod 5) (cf. [3]). Moreover, applying 
Table 3 
p b p b p b p b 
7 2+i 199 - 18-i 487 -7 - i  739 
19 - 1-2i 211 14+i 499 - 8- i  751 
31 - 6- i  223 6 + i 523 -- 24- i 787 
43 3+i 271 6+i 547 12+i 811 
67 -6-- i  283 15 +i 571 - 10--i 823 
79 23 + i 307 - 14-- i 607 - 2 -- i 859 
103 -2 - i  331 4+i 619 -3 - i  883 
127 4+i 367 -7-- i  631 -4 - i  907 
139 --25-i 379 - 11 - i  643 -6 - i  919 
151 -4 - i  439 34+i 691 5 +i 967 
163 23+i 463 --2--i 727 4+i 991 
16+~ 
-8 - i  
5+i 
3+1 
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Theorem 4 again, we construct a (pZ, 5, 1)-DF for pe{ l l ,  19,31,59,71,79}. In fact, 
denoting by i a primitive 4th root of unity in GF(p2), it may be verified that, in 
Theorem 4, we may take B = {0, 1, b, b z, b 3 } with b = 13 + 9i in GF(192), b = 10 + 5i in 
GF(59z), b=2+31i  in GF(71z), b=8+3i  in GF(791). Finally, we may take 
B={0,  1,3,10+i ,  8+7i} in GF( l l  z) and B={0,  1 ,3,7+i ,  14+i} in GF(312). 
These constructions and Proposit ion 11 allow us to assert hat a (q, 5, 1)-DF exists 
for any admissible prime power q < 104. 
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